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Entropy change and magnetocaloric effect in Gd5„SixGe1Àx…4
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Isothermal magnetization curves up to 23 T have been measured in Gd5Si1.8Ge2.2. We show that the values
of the entropy change at the first-order magnetostructural transition, obtained from the Clausius-Clapeyron
equation and the Maxwell relation, are coincident, provided the Maxwell relation is evaluated only within the
transition region and the maximum applied field is high enough to complete the transition. These values are
also in agreement with the entropy change obtained from differential scanning calorimetry. We also show that
a simple phenomenological model based on the temperature and field dependence of the magnetization ac-
counts for these results.
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The magnetocaloric effect~MCE! is the adiabatic tem-
perature change that arises from the application or rem
of a magnetic field. MCE is associated with the isotherm
entropy change due to the field variation. Recently, a g
deal of interest has been devoted to searching for syst
showing first-order magnetostructural transitions with la
entropy change, since they are expected to display g
MCE. Among these materials, Gd5(SixGe12x)4 ~Refs. 1–5!
and Mn-As-based6,7 intermetallic alloys are the most prom
ising candidates.

The correct evaluation of the entropy change related
the MCE is a controversial issue and has lately arou
much discussion.1,8–12 For Gd5(SixGe12x)4, Giguère et al.8

showed that the use of the Maxwell relation to calculate
entropy change overestimates~at least;20%! the value ob-
tained from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation that
authors8,11 claimed to be the correct procedure due to
first-order nature of the transition in these alloys. Accord
to them, the entropy change in the magnetostructural tra
tion is not associated with the continuous change of the m
netization as a function ofT andH, but rather with the dis-
continuous change in the magnetization due to the crys
lographic transformation. They claimed that Maxwell re
tions do not hold since magnetization is not a continuo
derivable function in that case. In contrast, Gschneidner
et al.9 argued that the Maxwell relation is applicable even
the occurrence of a first-order transition, except when
transition takes place at a fixedT and H, giving rise to a
steplike change of the magnetization~ideal case!. Besides,
they claimed that Clausius-Clapeyron equation would im
anH-independent adiabatic temperature change, which h
ever, is not consistent with the experimental observatio8

Moreover, Sunet al.10 showed that the entropy change ca
culated from the Maxwell relation is indeed equivalent
that given by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, provided
magnetizationM is consideredT-independent in whicheve
phase the transition involves, andM is a step function with a
finite jump at the transition temperature. They also sugge
that the two procedures may yield different results, since
0163-1829/2002/66~10!/100401~4!/$20.00 66 1004
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Clausius-Clapeyron method does not take into account
reduction of spin fluctuations by an applied field. Rece
measurements using a differential scanning calorimeter
der applied magnetic field have shown that the Claus
Clapeyron equation leads, within the experimental error
the correct values of the entropy change at the magnetos
tural transition in Gd5(SixGe12x)4 alloys.13

Here we present a detailed analysis of the different c
tributions to the entropy change arising from the applicat
of a magnetic field, in order to account for the discrepanc
previously discussed. For this purpose, magnetization
therms on Gd5(SixGe12x)4 were measured up to very hig
fields. The values of the entropy change obtained fr
Clausius-Clapeyron and Maxwell methods are compared
analyzed within the framework of a simple phenomenolo
cal model based on the temperature and field dependenc
the magnetization.

Gd5Si1.8Ge2.2 (x50.45) was prepared by arc-melting a
mixtures of the pure elements in the desired stoichiome
under an argon atmosphere. The sample was placed
water-cooled copper crucible. The weight losses after a
melting were negligible. As-prepared button was therma
treated for 4 h at 950 °C under a vacuum of 1025 torr, in an
electrical resistance furnace, by heating the sample i
quartz tube. After annealing, the quartz tube was quic
taken out of the furnace to room temperature. The quality
the sample and its crystallographic structure were studied
room-temperature x-ray diffraction~XRD!. The ac suscepti-
bility ~77–300 K; n5111–3330 Hz;Hac51.25 Oe) was
used to check that the temperature of the first-order ph
transition was in agreement with values in the literature.2–4

The material displayed the expected room-tempera
monoclinic structure (P1121 /a), with unit-cell parameters
a57.586(1) Å, b514.809(1) Å, c57.784(1) Å, and
g593.14°~1!, in agreement with Refs. 3 and 4. Both XR
and ac susceptibility suggested the existence of mi
amounts of a secondary orthorhombic phase (Pnma) for the
as-prepared sample. From the small anomaly appearin
T5294.560.5 K in the ac data and the fitting of the uni
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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cell parameters, the secondary phase mostly correspond
x;0.5120.53.3,4 This secondary phase almost disappea
with annealing. The magnetization measurements were
formed at the Grenoble High Magnetic Field Laborato
M (H) curves were recorded up to 23 T, both in increas
and decreasingH, from 4.2 to 310 K with a temperature ste
of 3 K.

M (H) isotherms are shown in Fig. 1. These curves
hibit a jump DM at the magnetostructural transition th
spreads over a field rangem0DHt;4 T for most of the tem-
peratures, increasing to;5–6 T for temperatures abov
;297 K. The transition fieldHt is defined as the field corre
sponding to the inflection point within the transition regio
m0Ht varies from 0 (T5236 K) to 17 T (T5307 K). DM
has been estimated as the difference in the magnetizatio
Ht between the linear extrapolations ofM (H) well above
and below the transition region. A linear behavior ofHt(T)
with a slope a[dT/d(m0Ht)54.560.2 K/T is found,
which is in agreement with that obtained from calorimet
data.13 SinceDM also shows a linear dependence onT ~de-
creasing with increasing temperature!, it is deduced from

FIG. 1. Selected magnetization isotherms of Gd5Si1.8Ge2.2 in-
creasing and decreasing field for 231.0 K~top!, 239.3 K, 247.2 K,
255.0 K, 262.5 K, 270.0 K, 278.5 K, 286.5 K, 297.3 K, and 307
~bottom!.

FIG. 2. Entropy change for Gd5Si1.8Ge2.2 (x50.45) calculated
from ~i! Maxwell relation integrating up toHmax ~dashed lines!,
~ii ! Clausius-Clapeyron equation~solid squares represent th
work and open squares are forx50.5 from Ref. 8!, ~iii ! DSC
measurements~open triangles!, and~iv! Maxwell relation integrat-
ing within DHt ~solid lines!. Hmax is labeled beside each dashe
line, and also stands for the solid lines on increasing the field fr
left to right.
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the Clausius-Clapeyron equationDS52DM d(m0Ht)/dT
52DM /a that the transition entropy changeDS must also
vary linearly withT ~see Fig. 2!.

Figure 2 shows the entropy change forx50.45 ~dashed
lines! obtained from theM (H) isotherms using the Maxwel
method, DS(0→Hmax,T)5*0

Hmaxm0(]M /]T)HdH. These
curves display the typical behavior previously reported1,8

First, a rapid increase at lowT, then a maximum value a
about Tt(H50), followed by a plateaulike behavior, an
finally a sharp decrease at highT. Tt(H) stands for the field
dependence of the transition temperature. Figure 2 a
shows the values of the entropy change at the transit
DS, obtained from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation forx
50.45 ~present data! and x50.5 ~taken from Ref. 8!, and
differential scanning calorimetry~DSC! data.13 Note that the
maximum value of the entropy change achieved using
Maxwell relation can be above or belowDS depending on
Hmax. This can be understood by taking into account t
fact that the Maxwell method includes the following cont
butions:

DS~0→Hmax,T!5E
0

HaS ]M

]T D
H

m0dH1E
Ha

HbS ]M

]T D
H

m0dH

1E
Hb

HmaxS ]M

]T D
H

m0dH, ~1!

with Ha5Ht2DHt/2 andHb5Ht1DHt/2. The first and the
third integrals give the entropy change that arises from
field and temperature dependence of the magnetizatio
each phase. Only the second term accounts for the contr
tion to the entropy change of the magnetostructural tra
tion. This is indicated by the fact that the plateaulike beh
ior of the solid lines in Fig. 2@computed using the secon
integral in Eq.~1!# perfectly matches theDS values given by
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation and by calorimetry. N
also that whenHmax is less thanDHt , which is the minimum
field needed to complete the transition, the maximum va
of DS(0→Hmax,T) is lower thanDS ~see, for instance, the
curve corresponding tom0Hmax52 T in Fig. 2!. Moreover,
for Hmax>DHt , the plateaulike region extends over the te
perature range for whichHmax>Hb(T). Consequently, as
Hb(T) increases withT, the abrupt decrease from the pl
teaulike region at higherT is due to the truncation of the
second integral atHmax.

To account for the behavior described above, we prop
a simple phenomenological model. The magnetization cur
are considered to be of the form

M ~T,H !5M01DMFS T2Tt~H !

j D , ~2!

whereM0 andDM are assumed to beT andH independent,
andF(T) is a monotonously decreasing function of widthj
such thatF→1 for T!Tt(H) andF→0 for T@Tt(H). The
casej→0 corresponds to the ideal first-order transition (F is
then the Heaviside function!. Using the Maxwell relation and
1-2
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assuming a linear field dependence of the transition temp
ture, the entropy change is given by

DS~0→Hmax!5DSFFS T2Tt~Hmax!

j D
2FS T2Tt~H50!

j D G . ~3!

It is worth stressing that when the transition temperature
not field dependent,DS(0→Hmax)50 irrespective of the
value of DS. In general,DS(0→Hmax) is a fraction of the
transition entropy changeDS that depends on the magnitud
of the shift of Tt with the magnetic field, and reaches i
maximum value,DS, for high enough applied field. Result
are even valid in the limitj→0, for which DS(0→Hmax)
5DS for all Hmax. Pecharskyet al.14 recently arrived at
basically the same conclusion using a different approach

A simple analytical picture is provided by assuming thaF
is a linear function of temperature which extends within t
temperature rangeDTt5aDHt5j. Results are shown in
Fig. 3. The general trends compare very well with results
Fig. 2 obtained by integrating the Maxwell relation with
the transition range@second term of Eq.~1!#. Note that
within the scope of the present model, a true plateau is
tained sinceDM has been assumed to beT independent, in
contrast with the experimental results~Fig. 1!, whereDM
decreases linearly withT. It is also observed that whenHmax
is not high enough to complete the transition (Hmax
,DHt), then DS(0→Hmax)5(Hmax/DHt)DS is smaller
than DS. Accordingly, (Hmax/DHt) is the fraction of the
sample that has been transformed.

In conclusion, the magnetocaloric effect arising from
field variation 0→Hmax can be properly evaluated throug
the entropy change obtained from the Maxwell method, e
when an ideal first-order transition occurs. When the Ma
well relation is evaluated over the whole field range, theT
andH dependences of the magnetization in each phase
side the transition region yield an entropy change larger t
that of the transition. It has been shown that the Maxw
relation, the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, and the calorim
ric measurements yield the entropy change of the first-or
magnetostructural transition, provided~i! the Maxwell rela-
tion is evaluated only within the field range over which t
transition takes place and~ii ! the maximum applied field is
high enough to complete the transition. The transition te
Jr
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perature must significantly shift with the applied field,
order to achieve a large MCE taking advantage of the
tropy change associated to the first-order transition, as
suggested in Ref. 14.
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FIG. 3. Upper panel shows the temperature dependence o
magnetization across the transition region at different fields,
sumed in the model described in the text. Lower panel shows
corresponding entropy changeDS(0→Hmax) calculated from the
Maxwell relation. In this figure,DS stands for the entropy chang
of the transition, obtained from the Clausius-Clapeyron equatio
e
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